
Deck Building Symbols
 Each Clan has one of the 7 deck building symbols 

located on each card of their deck. These seven 
symbols determine which cards can be used in a 
constructed deck for Crystal Clans. A constructed 
deck can only include one symbol throughout the 
entire deck. Players cannot combine any units or 
heroes that do not contain the same symbol.

Deck Construction Rules
The many factions of Crystal Clans continue their war for the power of the crystals! Perhaps it was inevitable that 
certain units and heroes would choose to fight alongside the very forces they once called enemy?

These rules are designed to allow players to combine certain cards from their Crystal Clans collection to form all-new 
decks with which to battle their opponents. All players must agree to use the Deck Construction rules in a game of 
Crystal Clans beforehand to ensure that each player has the option to include units and heroes from other factions. 

Deck Composition
 In addition to limiting constructed decks to a single 

deck building symbol, constructed decks must also 
follow a few other rules regarding the composition 
and number of cards. First, each constructed deck 
must contain exactly three hero cards. Heroes 
can come from any clan with the appropriate deck 
building symbol, and players can mix and match 
heroes from different clans, but exactly three hero 
cards must be included in each deck. Secondly, 
players must include exactly 24 non-hero cards in 
their deck. Again, these cards can be from any faction 
so long as they use the matching deck building 
symbol. Players do not have to use all copies of a 
unit, but they are limited to the maximum amount.  

Dingy
MONSTER • HERO • MOON CLAN

 Engulf: When a squad you 
control performs an invade 
action, all monster units in  

that squad gain +2 .

Destroy a unit with 
the highest  in your 
opponent’s squad.
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Head Astrologer Quila
WISE • HERO • METEOR CLAN

 Predict

 Research: At the beginning of 
this squad’s activation, look at the 
top 2 cards of any draw pile. Put 

each of those cards on the top or 
bottom of that pile.

Search your draw pile 
for 2 cards to add to 

your hand. Reshuffle.

Search your draw pile 
for 2 cards to add to 

your hand. Reshuffle.
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The Risen Annabelle
STRUCTURE • HERO • MOON CLAN

 Plunder

 Ghostly Plunder:  
Reanimated units you control 

have the  Plunder ability.

Add up to 3 pirate 
commons from your 

discard pile to your hand.

Add up to 3 pirate 
commons from your 

discard pile to your hand.
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Limited Copies of Units
 Player may use as few of any unit as they like in 

a constructed deck, but they are limited on the 
maximum number of copies they can bring of each 
unit. This limit is set by how many copies were 
included of that unit in the original clan deck. For 
example, the Skull Clan contains 6 Ancestral Warriors 
in their deck, so a player constructing a deck using 
the  deck building symbol, could include anywhere 
between 0 and 6 copies of that unit.

With these rules, players can begin to craft their own stories on the battlefield as they bring clans together in new 
and powerful combinations! Choose your most trusted units and gather your army as you fight for the crystals! 


